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Abstract: This paper applies mathematical modeling and solution numerical evaluation to the
problem of collecting a set of samples scattered throughout a graph environment and transporting
them to a storage facility. A team of identical robots is available, where each robot has a limited
amount of energy and it can carry one sample at a time. The graph weights are related to energy and
time consumed for moving between adjacent nodes, and thus, the task is transformed to a specific
optimal assignment problem. The design of the mathematical model starts from a mixed-integer linear
programming problem whose solution yields an optimal movement plan that minimizes the total
time for gathering all samples. For reducing the computational complexity of the optimal solution,
we develop two sub-optimal relaxations and then we quantitatively compare all the approaches
based on extensive numerical simulations. The numerical evaluation yields a decision diagram that
can help a user to choose the appropriate method for a given problem instance.
Keywords: sample gathering problem; mobile robots; mathematical modeling; numerical evaluation;
centralized architecture; optimization
1. Introduction
Much robotics research develops automatic planning procedures for autonomous agents such
that a given mission is accomplished under an optimality criterion. The missions are usually related
to standard problems such as navigation, coverage, localization, and mapping [1,2]. Some works
provide strategies directly implementable on particular robots with complicated dynamics and
multiple sensors [3]. Other research aims to increase the task expressiveness [4], e.g., starting from
Boolean-inspired specifications [5,6] up to temporal logic ones [7–10], even if the obtained plans may
be applied only to simple robots.
It is often common to construct discrete models for the environment and robot movement
capabilities, by using results from multiple areas such as systems theory, computational geometry [11,12],
and discrete event systems [13,14].
The current research is focused on solving a sample gathering problem. The considered task
belongs to the general class of optimal assignment problems [15], since the sample can correspond to
jobs and the robots to machines. The minimization of the overall time for gathering all samples (yielded
by the “slowest” agent) thus translates to so-called min-max problems [16] or bottleneck assignment
problems [15] (Chapter 6.2). However, these standard frameworks do not consider different numbers
of jobs and machines, nor machines (agents) with limited energy amounts.
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A broad taxonomy of allocations in multi-robot teams is presented in [17,18], according to which
our problem belongs to the class of assignments of single-robot tasks (one task requiring one robot)
in multi-task robot systems (a robot can move, pick up, and deposit samples). Again, the general
solutions assume utility estimates for different job–machine pairs.
For such problems, various Mixed-Integer Linear Programming Problem (MILP) formulations
are given as in [17,19,20]. Some resemble our problem, but they are not an exact fit because of the
specificities that all samples should be eventually gathered into the same node, a robot can carry one
sample at a time, there are limited amounts of energy, and we do not know a priori a relationship
between number of samples and number of robots. Furthermore, we provide a second MILP for the
case of problems infeasible due to energy requirements. We further relax the complex MILP solutions
into sub-optimal solutions as non-convex Quadratic Programming (QP) and iterative heuristics. Our
goal is to draw rules of choosing the appropriate method for a given problem, based on extensive tests.
Some preliminary mathematical formulations that generalize traveling salesman problems are
included in [21], with targeted application to exploring robots that must collect and analyze multiple
heterogeneous samples from a planetary surface. Other works focus on specific applications as task
allocation accomplished by agents with different dynamics [22], or allocation in scenarios with
heterogenous robots that can perform different tasks [23]. Various works propose auction-based
mechanisms for various assignments problems or develop and apply distributed algorithms for specific
cases with equal number of agents and tasks [24]. Research [25] assumes precedence constraints on
available tasks and builds solutions based on integer programming forms and auction mechanisms.
However, we do not include auction-based methods here. The closest solution we propose may be
our iterative heuristic algorithm from Section 4.2, which can be viewed as a specific greedy allocation
method [17].
Our problem can be seen as a particular case of Capacity and Distance constrained Vehicle Routing
Problem (CDVRP) [26] with capacity equal to one and the distance constrains related to the limited
energy. For this problem, many algorithms have been provided, for the exact methods [27,28] and for
heuristic methods [29–32]. However, our problem is different in multiple aspects. First, in the CDVRP
problem, the capacity of each vehicle (robot in our case) should be greater than the demand of each
vertex [26]. In our case this cannot hold since the robot capacity is one (we assume that each robot
can transport maximum one good) and the number of goods at the vertices is, in many cases, greater
than one. Second, up to our knowledge, the heuristics considered in this work, which include relaxing
the optimal solution of the MILP to a QP problem, have not been considered for the CDVRP. Finally,
most of the works on CDVRP try to characterize worst-case scenarios through cost differences between
heuristic and optimal methods.
In this paper, we are also interested in the computational complexity and we evaluate the proposed
solutions using numerical simulations. To the best of our knowledge, none of the mentioned works
contains a directly applicable formulation that yields a solution for our specific problem. This work
builds on solutions reported in [33–35]. In [33] we constructed a MILP problem that solves the minimum
time sample gathering problem. Different than in [33], we also design a MILP solution that can be
used when the initial problem is infeasible due to scarce energy limits. Besides the MILP formulations,
one of the main goals of this research are to provide computationally efficient sub-optimal solutions
for the targeted problems. The MILP solution was relaxed to a QP formulation in [34]. Here we also
construct an iterative sub-optimal solution inspired by [35] as a QP alternative. Based on extensive
simulations that involve the three proposed solutions, we conclude with a decision scheme that helps
a user to choose the appropriate method for a specific problem instance.
The purpose of this work is to plan a team of mobile agents such that they gather the samples
scattered throughout the environment into a storage facility. The problem’s hypothesis consists in a
team of mobile robots which must bring to a deposit region a set of samples that exist in an environment
at known locations. As main contributions we claim the new mathematical models for the considered
problems and the numerical evaluation of the obtained solutions.
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The environment is modeled by a graph where an arc weight corresponds to consumed energy and
time for moving between the linked nodes. Each robot has limited energy, and the goal is to collect all
samples in minimum time. Because the robots are initially deployed in the storage (deposit) node and
given the static nature of the environment, it is customary to build movement plans before the agents
start to move. The problem reduces to a specific case of optimal assignment or task allocation [15,17,18].
The paper combines results from our previous research reported in [34,36,37]. We first build an optimal
solution involving a MILP formulation. Then, we design two solutions with lower complexities, one as
a Quadratic Programming (QP) relaxation of the initial MILP, and the other as an Iterative Heuristic
(IH) algorithm. A numerical evaluation between the formulated solutions yields criteria as time
complexities for computing robotic plans and the difference of costs between these plans. Based on
these criteria, a decision diagram is provided such that a user can easily choose the appropriate method
to embed.
The remainder of the paper is structured as follows. Section 2 formulates the targeted problem,
outlines the involved assumptions and introduces an example that will be solved throughout the
subsequent sections. Section 3 details two optimal solutions, from which the first will be relaxed to a
QP formulation, while the second can be used when robots have low energy supplies. The sub-optimal
methods based on QP optimization or IH algorithm are presented in Section 4. The developed methods
are numerically evaluated and compared in Section 5 and rules are given for choosing the proper
method for a specific problem instance.
2. Problem Formulation
Consider a team of NR identical robots that are labeled with elements of set R = {r1, r2, . . . , rNR}.
The robots “move” on a weighted graph G = (V, E, c), where V = {v1, v2, . . . , v|V|} is the finite number
of nodes (also called locations or vertices), E ⊆ V ×V is the adjacency relationship corresponding to
graph edges, and c : E→ R+ is a cost (weight) function.
We mention that there are multiple approaches for creating such finite-state abstractions of robot
control capabilities in a given environment [1,2]. A widely used idea is to partition the free space into
a set of regions via cell decomposition methods, each of these regions corresponding to a node from
V [6,11,38]. The graph edges correspond to possible robot movements between adjacent partition
regions, i.e., ∀v, v′ ∈ V, if an agent can move from location v to v′ without visiting any other node
from graph, then (v, v′) ∈ E. Each edge corresponds to a continuous feedback control law for the robot
such that the desired movement is produced, and various methods exist for designing such control
laws based on agent dynamics and partition types [39,40]. Alternatives to cell decomposition methods,
as visibility graphs or generalized Voronoi diagrams, can also produce discrete abstractions in form of
graphs or transition systems [1].
We assume that the graph G is connected, and the adjacency relationship E is symmetric, i.e., if a
robot from R can travel from location v to v′, then it can also move from v′ to v. For any (v, v′) ∈ E,
we consider that the cost c(v, v′) represents the amount of energy spent by the robot for performing the
movement from v to v′ and that c(v′, v) = c(v, v′). By assuming identical agents with constant velocity
and a homogenous environment (i.e., the energy for following an arc is proportional with the distance
between linked nodes), we denote the time necessary for performing the movement from location v to
v′ by γ · c(v, v′), where γ ∈ R+ is a fixed value.
Initially, all agents are deployed in a storage (deposit) node v|V| (labeled for simplicity as the last
node in graph G), and each robot r ∈ R has a limited amount of energy, given by map E : R → R+,
for performing movements on abstraction G. For homogenous environments and constant moving
speeds, energy E(r) can be easily linked with battery level of robot r, with the distance it can travel,
or the sum of costs of followed edges.
There are NS samples or valuable items scattered throughout the environment graph G.
The samples are indexed (labeled) with elements of set S = {1, 2, . . . , NS}, while a map pi : S → V
shows to which node each sample belongs.
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Problem 1. For every robot r ∈ R find a moving strategy on G such that:
• the team of robots gathers (collects) all samples from graph G in the storage node v|V| within minimum time;
• each robot can carry at most one sample at any moment;
• the total amount of energy spent by each robot is at most its initially available energy.
Remark 1 (NP-hardness). Our problem is related to the so-called Set Partitioning Problems (SPPs) [17],
which are employed in various task allocation problems for mobile agents. A SPP formulation aims to find a
partition of a given set such that a utility function defined over the set of acceptable partitions with real values is
maximized. Various SPPs are solved by using Operations Research formulations that employ different standard
optimization problems. In our case, the given set is S (samples to be collected), while the desired partition should
have NR disjoint subsets of S, each subset corresponding to the samples a robot should collect. The utility relates
to the necessary time required for collecting all samples (being a maximum value over utilities of elements of
obtained partition), while the partition is acceptable if each robot has enough energy to collects its samples.
The maximization over individual utilities show that our problem is more complicated than standard SPPs. Since
an SPP is NP-hard [41], we conclude that Problem 1 is also NP-hard. Therefore, we expect computationally
intensive solutions for optimally solving Problem 1, while sub-optimal relaxations may be used when an optimal
solution does not seem tractable.
Since the sample deployment and robot energy limits are known, the searched solution is basically
an off-line computed plan (sequence of nodes) for each robot such that the mission requirements
are fulfilled. The first requirement from Problem 1 can be regarded as a global target for the whole
team (properly assign robots to collect samples such that the overall time for accomplishing the task
is minimized), while the last two requirements are related to robot capabilities. As in many robot
planning approaches where global tasks are accomplished, we do not account for inter-robot collisions
when developing movement plans. In real applications, such collisions can be avoided by using local
rules during the actual movement, and the time (or energy) offset induced by such rules is negligible
with respect to the total movement time (or required energy). Clearly, in some cases Problem 1 may
not have a solution due to insufficient available energy for robots, these situations will be discussed
during solution description.
Example 1. For supporting the problem formulation and solution development, we introduce an example
that will be discussed throughout the next sections. Thus, we assume an environment abstracted to the graph
from Figure 1, composed by 10 nodes (v1, v2, . . . , v10), with the deposit v10. The costs for moving between
adjacent nodes are marked on the arcs from Figure 1, e.g., c(v10, v8) = 2. The team consists of 3 robots labeled
with elements of set R = {r1, r2, r3}. For simplicity of exposition, we consider γ = 1 (the constant that
links the moving energy with necessary time) and equal amounts of energy for robots, E(r) = 100, ∀r ∈ R.
There are 14 samples scattered in this graph (labeled with numbers from 1 to 14), with locations given by map pi,
e.g., pi(9) = pi(10) = v3.
The problem requires a sequence of movements for each robot such that all the 14 samples are gathered into
storage v10, each robot being able to carry one sample at any time.
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Figure 1. Example: environment graph with 10 nodes, 3 robots, and 14 samples. The robot moving
costs are marked on graph edges, and the samples are represented by the blue discs.
3. Mathematical Model and Optimal Solution
To solve Problem 1, defined in the previous section, our approach consists from the following
main steps:
(i) Determine optimal paths in graph G from storage node to all nodes containing samples.
(ii) Formulate linear constraints for correctly picking samples and for not exceeding robot’s available
energy based on a given allocation of each robot to pick specific samples.
(iii) Create a cost function based on robot-to-sample allocation and on necessary time for gathering
all samples.
(iv) Cast the above steps in a form suitable for applying existing optimization algorithms and thus
find the desired robot-to-sample allocations.
Step (i) is accomplished by running a Dijkstra algorithm [42] on the weighted graph G, with source
node v|V| and with multiple destination nodes: v ∈ V for which ∃s ∈ S such that pi(s) = v. Please note
that a single run of Dijkstra algorithm returns minimum cost paths to multiple destinations.
Let us denote with path(v) the obtained path (sequence of nodes) from deposit v|V| to node v ∈ V
and with ω(v)/2 its cost. Due to symmetrical adjacency relationship of G, the retour path from v to
storage is immediately constructed by following path(v) in inverse order. The retour path is denoted
by path−1(v) and it has the same cost ω(v)/2. (Because are interested in the round-trip cost between
nodes v|V| and v, we denote the one-way cost by ω(v)/2 and thus the cost of the full path is simply
denoted by ω(v).). Therefore, for collecting and bringing to storage location the sample s ∈ S, a robot
spends ω
(
pi(s)
)
for the round-trip given by path
(
pi(s)
)
, path−1
(
pi(s)
)
.
For solving steps (ii)–(iv), let us first define a decision function as x : NR × NS → {0, 1} by:
x(r, s) =
{
1 , if robot r picks sample s
0 , otherwise
, ∀r ∈ R, s ∈ S. (1)
The actual values returned by map x for any pair (r, s) ∈ R× S give the most important part
of solution to Problem 1, and these values are unknown, yet. The outcomes of x will constitute the
decision variables in an optimization problem that is described next.
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Step (ii) is formulated as the following set of linear constraints:
∑
r∈R
x(r, s) = 1 , ∀s ∈ S
∑
s∈S
(
ω
(
pi(s)
) · x(r, s)) ≤ E(r) , ∀r ∈ R , (2)
where the first set of equalities impose that exactly one robot is sent to collect each sample, while the
subsequent inequalities guarantee that the energy spent by robot r for collecting all its assigned samples
does not exceed its available energy.
The cost function from step (iii) corresponds to the first requirement of Problem 1. It means to
minimize the maximum time among all robots required for collecting the assigned samples, and it
formally translates to finding outcomes of x that minimize the objective function J(x) from
J(x) = min
x
max
r∈R
(
γ ·∑
s∈S
(
ω
(
pi(s)
) · x(r, s))) . (3)
The objective function from (3) and the constraints from (2) form a minimax optimization
problem [43,44]. However, decision function x should take binary values. To use available software
tools when solving for values of x, step (iv) transforms the minimax optimization into a MILP
problem [44,45], by adding an auxiliary variable z ∈ R+ and additional constraints that replace
the max term from (3). This results in the following MILP optimization:
min
x,z
z
s.t.: ∑
r∈R
x(r, s) = 1 , ∀s ∈ S
∑
s∈S
(
ω
(
pi(s)
) · x(r, s)) ≤ E(r) , ∀r ∈ R
γ · ∑
s∈S
(
ω
(
pi(s)
) · x(r, s)) ≤ z , ∀r ∈ R
x(r, s) ∈ {0, 1} , ∀(r, s) ∈ R× S
z ≥ 0
. (4)
The MILP (4) can be solved by using existing software tools [46–48]. The solution is guaranteed
to be globally optimal because both the feasible set defined by the linear constraints from (4) and
the objective function (z) are convex [45,49]. Thus, solution of (4) gives the optimal outcomes for x
(unknown decision variables x(r, s)), as well as the time z in which the team solves Problem 1.
Please note that the obtained map x indicates the samples that must be collected by each robot,
as in (1). However, it does not impose any order for collecting these samples. For imposing a specific
sequencing, each robot is planned to collect its allocated samples in the ascending order of the necessary
costs. This means that robot r first picks the sample s for which x(r, s) = 1 and ω
(
pi(s)
) ≤ ω(pi(s′)),
∀s′ ∈ S with x(r, s′) = 1, and so on for the other samples. The optimum path for collecting sample
s from node pi(s) was already determined in step (i). Under the above explanations, Algorithm 1
includes the steps for obtaining an optimal solution for Problem 1.
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Algorithm 1: Optimal solution
Input: G, R, S, E ,pi
Output: Robot movement plans
1 Find on graph G paths path(v) and costs ω(v) for every v = pi(s), s ∈ S
2 Solve MILP optimization (4)
3 if solutions z and x are obtained then
4 for r ∈ R do
5 planr = ∅
6 Sr:collects = {s ∈ S | x(r, s) = 1}
7 Sort set Sr:collects in ascending order based on costs ω
(
pi(s)
)
, s ∈ Sr:collects
8 for s ∈ Sr:collects do
9 Append path
(
pi(s)
)
to plan of robot r, planr
10 Insert command to collect sample s in planr
11 Append path−1
(
pi(s)
)
to planr
12 Insert command to deposit sample s in planr
13 Return plans planr, ∀r ∈ R
14 else
15 Problem 1 is infeasible
16 Return
Example 2. We apply the optimal solution from this section on the example introduced in Section 2. The Dijkstra
algorithm (line 1 from Algorithm 1) returns paths and corresponding energy for collecting each sample,
e.g., path(pi(1)) = path(v1) = v10, v9, v1 and ω
(
pi(1)
)
= 16. The MILP (4) was solved in about 0.7 s
and it returned an optimal solution with z = 54 (time for fulfilling Problem 1) and allocation map x. Based on
robot-to-sample allocations x, lines 3–13 from Algorithm 1 yield the robotic plans for collecting samples from the
following nodes (the sequences of nodes and the collect/deposit commands are omitted due to their length):
Robot r1 collects samples from:
(v8), (v8), (v2), (v1), (v1) (time : 54)
Robot r2 collects samples from:
(v3), (v2), (v2), (v1) (time : 54)
Robot r3 collects samples from:
(v8), (v5), (v3), (v2), (v1) (time : 52)
(5)
In the remainder of this section we focus on the situation in which the mobile robots cannot
accomplish Problem 1 due to energy constraints.
Remark 2. Relaxing infeasible problems: If MILP (4) is infeasible, this means that Problem 1 cannot be
solved due to insufficient available energy of robots for collecting all samples.
Intuitive argument. Whenever (4) has a non-empty feasible set (the set defined by the linear
constraints), it returns an optimal solution from this set [45,49]. The feasible set can become empty
only when the first two sets of constraints and the fourth ones from (4) are too stringent. The third
set of constraints cannot imply the emptiness of feasible set, because there is no upper bound on z.
It results that (4) has no solution whenever the first, second and fourth sets of its constraints cannot
simultaneously hold. The fourth constraints cannot be relaxed, and therefore only the first two sets
may imply the infeasibility of (4). This proves the remark, since the first constraints require all samples
to be collected, while the second ones impose upper bounds on consumed energy.
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MILP (4) has a non-empty feasible when the required energy for collecting all samples is small
enough, or when the available energy limits E(r) are large enough. This is because the connectedness
of G implies that the coefficients ω
(
pi(s)
)
are finite, ∀s ∈ S. Therefore, the first two sets of constraints
from (4) could be satisfied even by an initial solution of form x(r, s) = 1 for a given r ∈ R, ∀s ∈ S,
and x(r′, s) = 0 for any r′ ∈ R \ {r}.
This aspect yields the idea that one can relax the first constraints from (4) whenever there is no
solution, i.e., collect as many samples as possible with the available robot energy. Such a formulation is
given by the MILP problem (6), which allows that some samples are not collected (inequalities in first
constraints) and imposes a penalty in the cost function for each uncollected sample. Basically, for a big
enough value of W > 0 from (6), any uncollected sample would increase the value of the objective
function more than the decrease resulted from saved energy. The constant W can be lower-bounded by:
W > γ ·∑
s∈S
ω
(
pi(s)
)
.
For this lower bound, the cost function increases whenever a sample s is not collected, because
the term z decreases with γ · ω(pi(s)) and the second term increases with more than this value.
Since MILP optimization returns a global optimum, minimizing the cost function under constraints
from (6) guarantees that the largest possible number of samples are collected while minimizing the
necessary time.
Observe that when (6) is employed, the returned value of the minimized function does not
represent the time for collecting all samples, but this time is given by the returned z.
min
x,z
z−W · ∑
s∈S
∑
r∈R
x(r, s)
s.t.: ∑
r∈R
x(r, s) ≤ 1 , ∀s ∈ S
∑
s∈S
(
ω
(
pi(s)
) · x(r, s)) ≤ E(r) , ∀r ∈ R
γ · ∑
s∈S
(
ω
(
pi(s)
) · x(r, s)) ≤ z , ∀r ∈ R
x(r, s) ∈ {0, 1} , ∀(r, s) ∈ R× S
z ≥ 0
(6)
The optimization problem from Equation (6).
4. Sub-Optimal Planning Methods
In the general case, a MILP optimization is NP-hard [50]. The computational complexity increases
with the number of integer variables and with the number of constraints, but exact complexity orders
or upper bounds on computational time cannot be formulated [51]. These notes imply that for some
cases the complexity of MILP (4) or (6) may render the solution from Section 3 as being computationally
intractable, although the optimization is run off-line, i.e., before robot movement.
This section includes two approaches for overcoming this issue. Section 4.1 reformulates the MILP
problem (4) as in [34] and obtains a QP formulation. Section 4.2 proposes an IH algorithm, inspired by
allocation ideas from [35].
4.1. Quadratic Programming Relaxation
We aim to relax the binary constraints from MILP (4), and for accomplishing this we embed
them into a new objective function. The idea starts from various penalty formulations defined in [52],
some being related to the so-called big M method [49].
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Let us replace the binary constraints x(r, s) ∈ {0, 1} from (4) with lower and upper bounds of 0
and respectively 1 for outcomes of map x. At the same time, add to the cost function of (4) a penalty
term depending on M > 0, as shown in the objective
min
x,z
z + M · ∑
r∈R
∑
s∈S
(
x(r, s) · (1− x(r, s))). (7)
For a large enough value of the penalty parameter M, the minimization of the new cost function
from (7) tends to yield a binary value for each variable x(r, s). This is because only binary outcomes of x
imply that the second term from sum (7) vanishes, while otherwise this term has a big value due to the
large M. The quadratic objective from (7) can be re-written in a standard form of an objective function
of a QP problem, and together with the remaining constraints from (4) we obtain the QP formulation:
min
x,z
z + M · ∑
r∈R
∑
s∈S
x(r, s) − M · ∑
r∈R
∑
s∈S
(
x(r, s)
)2
s.t.: ∑
r∈R
x(r, s) = 1 , ∀s ∈ S
∑
s∈S
(
ω
(
pi(s)
) · x(r, s)) ≤ E(r) , ∀r ∈ R
γ · ∑
s∈S
(
ω
(
pi(s)
) · x(r, s)) ≤ z , ∀r ∈ R
0 ≤ x(r, s) ≤ 1 , ∀(r, s) ∈ R× S
z ≥ 0
. (8)
Under the above informal explanations and based on formal proofs from [52], the MILP (4) and
QP (8) have the same global minimum for a sufficiently large value of parameter M (The actual value of
M is usually chosen based on numerical ranges of other data from the optimization problem, as values
returned by maps ω and E .).
Remark 3 (Sub-optimality or failure). Please note that the cost function from (8) is non-convex, because of
the negative term in x(r, s)2. Therefore, optimization (8) could return local minima, while in some cases the
obtained values of x may even be non-binary. If the obtained outcomes of x are binary, the value of completion
time z for collecting all samples is directly returned as the cost of QP (8), while otherwise a large cost is obtained
due to the non-zero term in M from (7).
The QP optimization (8) can be solved with existing software tools [46,48]. As noted, it may return
a sub-optimal solution. Nevertheless, such a sub-optimal solution is preferable when the optimal
solution from Section 3 is computationally intractable. If the QP returns a (local minimum) solution
with non-integer values for outcomes of map x, then this result cannot be used for solving Problem 1.
Example 3. Consider again the example from the end of Section 2. The paths in G and outcome values of map
ω were already computed as in Section 3, where the optimal cost from MILP (4) was 54. QP (8) was solved
in less than 0.4 s and it led to a sub-optimal total time of 60 for bringing all samples in v10. The robots were
allocated to collect samples as follows:
Robot r1 collects samples from:
(v8), (v3), (v2), (v1), (v1) (time : 60)
Robot r2 collects samples from:
(v8), (v8), (v3), (v2), (v1) (time : 48)
Robot r3 collects samples from:
(v5), (v2), (v2), (v1) (time : 52)
(9)
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A similar QP relaxation may be constructed for MILP (6) by considering M >> W.
4.2. Iterative Solution
This subsection proposes an alternative sub-optimal allocation method, described in Algorithm 2.
The method iteratively picks an uncollected sample whose transport to deposit requires minimum
energy (line 7) and assigns it to a robot that has spent less energy (time) than other agents (lines 8–15).
If a robot does not have enough energy to pick the current sample s, it is removed from further
assignments (lines 16–17), because the remaining samples would require more energy than ω
(
pi(s)
)
.
If the current sample s cannot be allocated to any robot, the procedure is stopped (lines 18–19), and in
this case some samples remain uncollected. When Algorithm 2 reaches line 20, the robot assignments
constitute a solution to Problem 1 for collecting all samples from S. The robot-to-sample allocations
returned by Algorithm 2 can be easily transformed to robot plans, as in lines 4–13 from Algorithm 1.
The total time for completing the mission can be easily computed by maximizing over the times spent
by each robot.
Algorithm 2: Iterative heuristic solution
Input: R, S, w, E
Output: Robot-to-sample assignments
1 Rassign = R
2 Suncollected = S
3 Set x(r, s) = 0, ∀(r, s) ∈ R× S
4 Let Econsumed(r) = 0, ∀r ∈ R
5 while Suncollected 6= ∅ do
6 S0 = Suncollected
7 Pick s ∈ Suncollected s.t. ω
(
pi(s)
)
= min
s∈Suncollected
ω
(
pi(s)
)
8 Sort Rassign based on ascending order of consumed robot energy (Econsumed)
9 for r ∈ Rassign do
10 if w(s) ≤ E(r) then
11 x(r, s) = 1 (assign sample s to robot r)
12 E(r) := E(r)− w(s)
13 Econsumed(r) := Econsumed(r) + w(s)
14 Suncollected := Suncollected \ {s}
15 Break “for" loop
16 else
17 Rassign := Rassign \ {r}
18 if Suncollected = S0 then
19 Return current robot-to-sample allocations x
20 Return robot-to-sample allocations x
Under these ideas, Algorithm 2 can be seen as a greedy approach (first collect samples that require
less energy/time), while the allocations to robots with less spent energy tries to reduce the overall time
until the samples are collected.
Observe that this IH solution always returns a solution for collecting some (if not all) samples,
whereas MILP from Section 3 may become computationally impracticable, while QP (8) may fail in
providing a solution (Remark 3). Moreover, the software implementation of Algorithm 2 does not
require additional tools, in contrast with specific optimization packages needed by MILP and QP
solutions. A detailed analysis of the three methods is the goal of Section 5.
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Example 4. For illustrating Algorithm 2 on the example considered in the previous sections, we give here the
sample picking costs: ω
(
pi(s)
)
= 16, s = 1, . . . , 4, ω
(
pi(s)
)
= 14, s = 5, . . . , 8, ω
(
pi(s)
)
= 10, s = 9, 10,
ω
(
pi(11)
)
= 8, ω
(
pi(s)
)
= 4, s = 12, . . . , 14. First, IH solution allocates sample 12 to r1, then 13 and 14 to
r2, r3, sample 11 to r1 and so on. Algorithm 1 was run in 0.015 s and it yielded the following robotic plans:
Robot r1 collects samples from:
(v8), (v5), (v2), (v2), (v1) (time : 56)
Robot r2 collects samples from:
(v8), (v3), (v2), (v1), (v1) (time : 60)
Robot r3 collects samples from:
(v8), (v3), (v2), (v1) (time : 44)
(10)
5. Numerical Evaluation and Comparative Analysis
5.1. Additional Examples
Besides the remarks and examples from Sections 3 and 4, we present some slight modifications of
the Example from Section 2 with the purpose of emphasizing the need for a comparative analysis of
the three proposed solutions.
Example A: Let us add one more sample in node v1 of the environment from Figure 1, leading
to a total number of 15 samples. By running the MILP optimization (4), a solution was obtained in
almost 40 s and it leads to an optimum time of 60. The QP relaxation (8) was run in almost 0.4 s
(negligible increase from example from Section 4.1), and it implied a time cost of 62 for collecting all
samples. The IH solution from Algorithm 2 yielded a cost of 60 in 0.016 s (practically no different to in
Section 4.2). The actual robotic plans are omitted for this case.
Example B: If we assume a team of 4 robots for Example A, the MILP running time exhibits a
significant decrease, being solved in less than 0.1 s. The QP optimization was solved in 0.5 s, and the
IH in less than 0.02 s. The resulted time costs were 44 for MILP (optimum) and 50 for QP and IH
(sub-optimum).
Example C: By adding one more robot to the team from Example B, the MILP optimization did not
finish in 1 h, so it can be declared computationally unfeasible for this situation. The QP optimization
finished in slightly more than 0.5 s, while the IH in around 0.02 s. Both QP and IH solutions returned a
cost of 40.
Similar modifications of the above examples suggested the following empirical ideas:
• The running time of the MILP optimization may exhibit unpredictable behaviors with respect to
the team size and to the number and position of samples, leading to impossibility of obtaining a
solution in some cases;
• In contrast to MILP, the running times of the QP and IH solutions have insignificant variations
when small changes are made in the environment;
• When MILP optimization finishes, the sub-optimal costs obtained by solutions from Section 4 are
generally acceptable when compared to the optimal cost;
• In some cases the QP cost was better than the one obtained by IH, while in other cases the vice
versa, but again the observed differences were fairly small.
The above ideas were formulated only based on a few variations of the same example. However,
they motivate the more extensive comparison performed in the next subsections between the
computation feasibility and outcomes of MILP, QP, and IH solutions.
Remark 4. As mentioned, complexity orders of MILP and QP solutions cannot be formally given. However, as
is customary in some studies, we here recall the number of unknowns and constraints of these optimizations.
MILP (4) and QP (8) have each NR × NS + 1 unknowns (from which NR × NS are binary in case of MILP (4))
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and 2NR + NS linear constraints. IH solution has complexity order O(NR × NS), based on iterative loops from
Algorithm 2 but, in all our studies the execution time of the algorithm is very small.
Real-time example: Sample collecting experiments were implemented on a test-bed platform by
using two Khepera robots equipped with plows for collecting items [53]. For exemplification, a movie
is available at https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2BQiWvquP7w. In the mentioned scenario,
the graph environment is obtained from a cell decomposition [1,11] and a greedy method is employed
for planning the robots. Although the collision avoidance problem is not treated in this paper, in the
mentioned experiment the possible collisions are avoided by pausing the motion of one robot. In future
work we intend to embed formal tools inspired by resource allocation techniques for collision and
deadlock avoidance [54,55].
5.2. Numerical Experiments
All the simulations to be presented were implemented in MATLAB [48] and were performed on a
computer with Intel i7 quad-core processor and 8 GB RAM.
The numerical experiments were run for almost 15 days, and they were organized by considering
the following aspects:
(i) Time complexity orders cannot be a priori given for MILP or for non-convex QP optimization
problems. Thus, the time for obtaining a planning solution solving Problem 1 is to be recorded
as an important comparison criterion.
(ii) The complexity of MILP, QP, and IH solutions does not directly depend on the size of environment
graph G, except for the initial computation of map ω that further embeds the necessary
information from the environment structure. Therefore, the running time of either solution
is influenced by two parameters: the number of robots (NR) and the number of samples (NS).
(iii) Based on item (ii), we consider variation ranges (NR, NS) ∈ [2, . . . , 10]× [2, . . . , 50], with unit
increment steps for NR and NS. Please note that the cases of 1 robot and/or 1 sample are trivial,
and therefore are not included in the above parameter intervals.
(iv) To obtain reliable results for item (i), for each pair (NR, NS) we have run a set of 50 trials. For each
trial we generated a random distribution of samples in a 50-node graph. To maintain focus on
time complexity, we assumed sufficiently large amounts of robot energy E , such that Problem 1
is not infeasible due to these limitations.
(v) For each trial, the MILP optimization was deemed failed whenever (4) did not return a solution in
less than 1 min. This is because in multiple situations we observed that if no solution is obtained
in less than 30–40 s, then the MILP (4) does not finish even after 2–3 h.
(vi) For each trial from item (iv), the QP solution was deemed failed whenever it yielded non-binary
outcomes of map x (see Remark 3). The IH solution is always successful.
(vii) For each proposed solution, for each pair (NR, NS) from (iii) and based on trials from (iv),
we computed the following comparison criteria:
• success rate, showing the percentage of trials when the solution succeeded in outputting
feasible plans;
• computation time, averaged over the successful trials of a given (NR, NS) instance;
• solution cost, i.e., time for gathering all samples, for each successful situation.
5.3. Results
The results from item (vii) allow us to draw some rules that guide a user to choose MILP, QP, or
IH solution when solving a specific instance of Problem 1. The following figures present and comment
these results, leading to the decision diagram from the end of this section.
Figure 2 illustrates the success rates of the optimization problems from Sections 3 and 4.1,
respectively. For a clearer understanding, Figure 3 presents pairs (NR, NS) when MILP (4) fails
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in more than 50% from each set of 50 trials (see item (v) from Section 5.2). It is noted that MILP
generally returns optimal solutions for small values of NR and NS and fails (because of optimization
time limit) for larger values. QP returns usually returns feasible solutions, excepting some cases with
small values of NR and NS.
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Figure 2. Success rates of MILP (a) and QP (b) vs. number of robots NR and number of samples NS.
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Figure 3. MILP (4): 2D projection for failures, defined as success rate of less than 50%.
Figure 4 presents the average computation time over the successful trials, for each solution
we proposed. The representation is omitted for pairs (NR, NS) when there are less than 5 (from 50)
successful trials—as it is often the case for MILP solver, when NR ≥ 3 and NS ≥ 13. MILP time may
sudden variations, whereas the times for QP and IH indicates predictable behaviors. The IH time is
very small (note axis limits in Figure 4) and exhibits negligible variations versus NR and almost linear
increases versus NS, due to the main iteration loop from Algorithm 2.
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Figure 4. Average optimization times, for (NR, NS) pairs for which at least 5 feasible solutions from
the 50 tests were obtained: (a) MILP (4), (b) QP (8), (c) IH from Algorithm 2.
To suggest the confidence intervals of values plotted in Figure 4, we mention that:
• For NR = 3 and NS = 15, when the success rate of each optimization exceeds 98%, the standard
deviations of optimization times are: 15 for MILP, 0.01 for QP, 0.002 for IH;
• For NR = 10 and NS = 50, when QP has 96% success rate, the standard deviations of optimization
times are: 0.23 for QP and 0.003 for IH.
Figure 5 presents the averaged relative differences of costs yielded by the three proposed
solutions for solving Problem 1. As visible in Figure 5a, the QP (sub-optimal) cost is usually less than
120% . . . 130% of optimal MILP cost. More specifically, from all the 25,000 trials, in 8443 cases (about
33%) both optimizations succeeded. After averaging cost differences versus (NR, NS), we obtained
348 points for representing Figure 5a, and in 330 cases the cost difference was less than 20%. Figure 5b
compares the costs yielded by the sub-optimal solutions from Section 4 by representing variations
of the IH cost related to the QP one. It follows that usually IH yields a higher cost than QP, but the
difference decreases below 5% . . . 10% with the increase in problem complexity. Further studies can
be conducted towards formulating a conjecture that gives a formal tendency for the variation of cost
difference based on problem size. However, one issue for such a study is mainly given by the necessity
of obtaining the optimal cost even for large problems, i.e., solving large MILP optimizations.
For more complex problems (NR > 10, NS > 50), the time tendencies from Figure 4b,c and the
cost differences from Figure 5b suggest that the IH solution is preferable as a good trade-off between
planning complexity and resulted cost.
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Figure 5. Differences between costs induced by the three solutions: (a) difference between QP and
MILP costs, related to the optimal MILP cost; (b) difference between IH and QP sub-optimal costs,
related to QP cost.
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Extensive simulations yielded quantitative comparison criteria. Based on this information a
decision scheme Figure 6 is given for indicating the proper method to be used in a specific problem
instance when a fast computation scenario is considered.
Problem 1 
MILP (4) 
Complexity 
(𝑁𝑅, 𝑁𝑆) 
Energy 
limits (ℇ) 
𝑁𝑅 < 3 and 
𝑁𝑆 < 12 
unrestrictive 
MILP (6) 
restrictive 
IH (Alg. 2) 
Energy 
limits (ℇ) 
𝑁𝑅 ∈ [3,10] and 
𝑁𝑆 ∈ [12,50] 
restrictive 
QP (8) 
unrestrictive 
IH (Alg. 2) 
𝑁𝑅 > 10 or 
𝑁𝑆 > 50 
Figure 6. Decision diagram for choosing an appropriate solution for Problem 1 when a fast
computational scenario is considered.
6. Conclusions
This paper details three methods for planning a team of robots such that multiple samples
(items) from the environment are collected and deposited into a storage location. The environment
is represented by a weighted graph, and the robots have limited amounts of energy for performing
movements on this graph. The goal is to plan the agents such that the samples are collected in
minimum time, under the assumption that each robot can carry at most one item at a time. The first
solution is given by a MILP formulation that can be too complex to solve when there are many samples
or many robots in the team. The second solution provides a QP relaxation that represents in some
cases a good trade-off between the time for finding movement plans and the cost difference from the
optimal one. The third solution is an IH algorithm that yields plans even when the QP fails due to low
amounts of available energy for robots.
Based on the results reported in the previous subsection, the recommendations for a user that
solves Problem 1 are the following: MILP (6) or IH algorithm are to be used when the robots have
small amounts of energy in comparison with the energy required for moving to sample locations.
Otherwise, MILP (4) and QP (8) may fail in providing any solution for such restrictive scenarios.
The usage of QP or IH solutions generally yields an acceptable loss in total time for accomplishing
the mission whenever the MILP optimization becomes computationally intractable on a decently
powerful computer. We emphasize that the above recommendations resulted from an intensive
campaign of numerical simulations and they could not be drawn by only inspecting the formal
solutions. Extensive simulations yielded quantitative comparison criteria. Based on this information
a decision scheme is given for indicating the proper method to be used in a specific problem
instance. Besides suggestions from Figure 6, we recall that MILP and QP solutions involve existing
optimization tools.
A real-time experiment was performed for illustrating a sample gathering solution. Although
the collision avoidance problem is not treated in this paper, in the mentioned experiment the possible
collisions are avoided by pausing the motion of one robot. In future work we intend to embed
formal tools inspired by resource allocation techniques for collision and deadlock avoidance, while
considering the effects of acceleration and deceleration of the mobile robots and restricted energy.
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